By A. G. S. MAHOMED. WHEN I last addressed you I performed some platform experiments to demonstate phenomena connected with the passage of weak but high tensioned states of electrification through various rocks. I endeavoured to prove that in the case of soft sedimentary rocks the same electric condition was conveyed to the atmosphere, but that in the case of dense hard rocks like Purbeck marble an opposite electrical condition, due to induction, was conveyed to the superincumbent atmosphere. I thought that this was one cause of the different local electrical conditions which are found. Following out this line of thought I considered that the distribution of thunderstorms must be also probably affected by the nature of the rocks forming the subsoil in different localities.
It occurred to me that light might be thrown on this point by discovering where the greatest number of deaths from lightning stroke took place. I therefore wrote to the Registrar-General for information.' Dr. Stevenson told me that the places where death from lightning stroke took place had only been registered during the period 1862 to 1875, and he courteously placed at my disposal books giving the annual returns Ju-1 for that time. I subsequently wrote to the authorities for Scotland and for France, but no records of distribution were forthcoming. The popular belief is that thunderstorms follow the rivers, because of the good conducting qualities of water. If this was true, as we live on an island, storms ought to take place with some regularity round our coast line, unless configuration or the disposition of vegetation or other causes determined certain variations. We shall see, however, that the coast line has not much influence, nor even the river valleys, on the distribution. My first step on receiving the reports was to dot on a map of England the places where death from lightning occurred, and the result ( fig. 1 ) is shown in the map. It was a work of a little difficulty, because the names of the parishes were given, and these often required a reference to the " Gazetteer" to identify them, and the names even of towns are often duplicated, as Newport (Isle of Wight), and Newport (Mon.) . There are also twelve Whitchurchs, two Shorehams, two Yarmouths, two Tunsteads. In all, 237 deaths took place in the period, excluding duplicate or triplicate deaths due (by the date given) to the same storm, but they did not occur at 237 places, because the same place was frequently visited by storms in different years. Of this I shall have more to say later. On looking at map (fig. 1) it will be noticed that there is something peculiar in the distribution. There are certain parts where no deaths occurred, and other areas where they are frequent. The first glance suggests that they are determined by the S.W. wind, as the greater part are in a line from Devonshire to Lincoln, but the S.W. wind is prevalent nearly everywhere, and there are some areas where no deaths are noted.
I will now ask you to look at the map ( fig. 2 ), which is a physical map of England, and you will at once perceive that the great mass of the deaths are on the plains. In Cumberland and Westmorland, all down the Pennine range, in Cornwall and Devon there are no deaths, and but few in Wales. The deaths chiefly occur on what geologists call the Oolitic Upland. These formations are called Oolitic, as you know, because most of the rocks constituting it have a rather soft granular appearance suggestive of little eggs. They are, sedimentary rocks, chiefly clays, marls, limestones, and comprise the Purbeck and Portland stones, which are hard, Kimmeridge and Oxford clays, the Great Oolite, London and Wealden clays.
The configuration of the plain has been likened to the palmar surface of the hand. The palm corresponds to the Midlands, the Map showing the distribution of 236 deaths from lightning stroke between 1862 and 1875.
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at SAGE Publications on June 21, 2016 jrs.sagepub.com Downloaded from thumb covers the Wirral peninsula, and the fingers, if I could abduct them sufficiently, point to the N.E. coast, Lincoln, East Anglia, and the Weald. The mountains occupy the west half of England, and the rivers descending from them extend across the plain to the eastern seaboard. The mountains in the north subside to the level by wavelike slopes and occasional plateaux, but the Cambrian group present steep escarpments towards the plain, and about Shropshire several outliers standing up as pillars in a comparatively flat country: .such are Brown Clee, the Stiper Stones, Longmynd, &c. On examining the map showing the distribution of deaths again ( fig. 1 ), you will agree that the large majority are on this plain, but there are a few in outlying districts: on the East Coast at Hexham, Newcastle, Whitby, Scarborough; in South Lancashire at Wigan, &c., and at Yeovil. Some of these are the sites of important coalfields, and there is no doubt that this circumstance has an influence in their selection. You have a shaft descending into the crust, and spreading out into a number of galleries. This forms a kind of condenser. You have the earth core-the layer of imprisoned air-a dielectric-and the rock between the underground air and the upper air, just as you have in a condenser, a layer of tin-foil, a layer of paraffined paper, and then another layer of foil. You have generally, as well, tram-lines in the galleries, and a big crane operating the cage by an iron chain, connecting the two conductors. If a thunder cloud sails over the landscape surely a discharge will take place here. This explanation accounts for Hexham, Newcastle, Wigan, and the Cannock Chase group. But there are still some other localities to be explained. In order to consider this more closely I marked on another map ( fig. 3 ) certain places where deaths took place on more than one occasion. There are eighteen places where two deaths occurred on separate occasions; there are fourteen places where deaths were registered on three different dates, and two places, Gainsborough and Caistor, where deaths were registered four times. There must be some special reason for certain localities to be thus repeatedly visited.
First, let us consider why the deaths occur on the plain: is it (1) -because of its flatness ? (2) because it contains the rivers ? or (3) because of some other quality inherent in the plain, as, for example, its geological formation? Of course we are considering the occurrence of deaths from lightning, not the occurrence of electric storms. There is no doubt that storms are more common in the mountains than they are in the valleys, but I think the discharge is from cloud to cloud, as occurs in summer lightning. You may often see these discharges on I 1 :
,I * a fine summer evening. You can see the cloud masses which are sparking, but you do not hear the thunder because they are too high up.
In regard then to the first proposition, that the flatness is in some way a determining cause: to prove their relation it must be shown that where the plain is flattest there are the favourite sites for lightning stroke. If you look at maps (figs. 2 and 3, the physical and the recurrent sites maps) you will observe a little group of repeated deaths at Northampton, Newport Pagnell and St. Neots. These places are on rising ground. There is another group in Lincolnshire: Caistor, Gainsborough and Glanford Brigg; they also are on rising ground, the Lincolnshire Wolds. A third group are near the Welsh border escarpments, at Atchaxa Cleobury Mortimer, &c., and a forth at the end of the Pennines. It is evident that the hypothesis of flatness will not account for the selection.
Is it then because of the conductivity of the rivers ? Look at the Thames valley: densely populated almost throughout. Three deaths occurred at Hackney during the period ; in the rest of the valley there is hardly a death. Look at the three great rivers that enter the Wash. There are very few deaths till you get some distance back, where the ground rises. The Trent valley also contains some places where deaths occurred, but they are not particularly near the river. We must therefore also dismiss the hypothesis of the plain containing the majority of rivers as the cause of its being the situation of deaths.
There remains the third possible explanation, that there is something in the geological formation. I have already said that a portion of the plain is called the Oolitic plateau. Indeed, the whole plain is formed by comparatively soft rocks. There are the Purbeck and Portland stones, Kimmeridge and Oxford clays, the Cornbrash, a rubbly limestone, as well as Forest Marble, Great Oolite, London and Wealden clays. Above the Oolites are the chalks and greensands, and below it the coal measures, Liassic, Triassic and Permian beds, and the older sedimentary and the igneous rocks. I sent a list of the localities where two or more deaths occurred to Mr. J. B. Hill, a Government geologist, and brother of one of our members. He passed it on to the Geological Survey. The Director, Mr. Strahan, was kind enough to send me a statement of the underlying rock in each place, with the superficial deposit. I have appended the note to this paper (see p. 60). I will briefly summarize the information thus : Of the thirty-two localities ,where two or more deaths took place, seven are on coal .measure or Situation of places where deaths have occurred on two or more separate occasions-i.e., favoured sites.
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carboniferous limestone; six are on Oolitic rocks; five on Keuper marls (Triassic); five on Permian; four on chalk; three on Liassic rocks and two on London clay.
The coal measures, as I have said, may owe some of their liability to lightning stroke to the fact that the ground is honeycombed by mining, and to the chains and machinery used about shafts. The other rocks are chiefly clays, softer limestones, gaults, &c., and the chalk. , Of these, the limestones are chiefly found on plateaux or escarpments; the clay on flat lands, and the chalk on rolling downs. Soon after I had made these observations I came across Mackinder's "Britain and the British Seas." This observer, speaking of the formation of England, and of the central plain more particularly, gives the diagram which I here reproduce ( fig. 4 ). In it, the carboniferous and all older rocks are represented in black ; the more resistant of the newer rocks are shaded in grey, the softest rocks are left white. You will at once see that the lighter area comprises the storm area, or rather I should say the death-from-lightning area. This is more apparent if you cut out the deaths on coal-fields, which we may assume are determined more by man's work in burrowing and the erection of machinery, than by geological characteristics-that is, on map ( fig. 3 ) cut out Hexham, Tynemouth, Bolton, Wigan, Newcastle-under-Lyme. Looking at maps (figs. 3 and 4) we may conclude that the deaths are (1) chiefly on the plains; (2) do not follow the rivers very closely: observe the Thames Valley, lower part of Severn and Wash areas, and compare the Tyne and the Tees; and (3) they do correspond to the red clays.
After I had written this paper, we had a series of thunderstormsin the first part of 1914, I think, but it may have been 1913. Deaths occurred at Ormskirk, two in Staffordshire, of five children at once at Wandsworth, and others at West Thrutton, Biggleswaae, Pontefract, and Rochdale, and Shelsey Beauchamp in Worcestershire. You will see they all occur in the area noted ( fig. 5 ). There were casualties to cattle and property also at: Northampton, tram struck; Huddersfield, house struck; Swansea, house struck (twice in two years); Warwick; Malton, Yorkshire, horses killed; Blandford, sixty sheep killed; Llangollen, house struck.
If you will permit, we will now turn for a moment to the methods used in a laboratory when it is sought to bring about a spark discharge. A static machine is a convenient source of energy, and the usual plan is to connect one pole to a hollow brass insulated ball, and the other to an insulated brass horizontal rod tapering to a point at one The more and the less resistant belts of the English plain.
From Mackinder's " British Isles." mm end. These conductors are charged up with electricity, and the point is moved slowly towards the ball, and at a certain spot a discharge takes place. Now if, anxious to apply these laboratory methods to secure .a natural phenomenon, you were to get into a balloon and sail over England at a height of, say, 3,000 ft., with a charged cloud attached to you wbich you were anxious to discharge, I think you would wait till you got over a plain covered with a red impermeable clay-that is a rock with no air spaces in it-smooth and dense, anp1 therefore capable of being charged up to a good negative potential, and then if you were to cut the rope and let the cloud sink down to earth you might count on a sharp discharge taking place. This is the theory I put forth to explain the selection of certain areas in the reported cases of death from lightning. Some of you may remember that at Bournemouth I demonstrated that the resistant rocks such as Purbeck stone, slate, &c., when placed between insulated copper plates, the lower of which was given an electric charge, developed a charge of opposite sign on the upper plate because of the dielectric capacity of the stone. The softer rocks, such as chalk or sand, do not do this, but after a while the upper plate received a charge of like sign from conduction. Now the mountainous parts of England are constituted of these hard resistant rocks, granite, slate, &c. They induce in the manner described a high positive potential in the atmosphere above them. They also condense clouds on their upstanding peaks, which as the sun draws them up acquire a high positive potential from the atmosphere, and by induction from other higher qlouds. These clouds do not discharge to earth because the earth is covered by an insulating rock. They either discharge to other clouds of an opposite sign or sail away over the plains until they arrive at a part where the surface is not insulated by a resistant rock, but is covered by a conducting material which allows the negative earth charge to come to the surface. A spark discharge now takes place, and human beings or cattle in its path perish. I think this theory offers a fair explanation of the occurrence of selected death-from-lightning areas. It also explains why the slightly rising ground and chalk downs are particularly liable. The chalk holds water, hot sun draws it into the air, in the night clouds are formed on the peaks, and these clouds receive at first a negative charge. While they are partly in contact with earth positively charged clouds at higher levels induce a positive charge in them. They ascend and drift away ready to discharge to a good earth.
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Casualties occurring in 1914 after the paper was written. The X represents deaths; the 0 fires, or injuries to cattle. They are all in the area of selection described. lightning stroke receives a wonderful confirmation from the experiments of E. E. F. Creighton, described in the Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers for June, 1908. Engineers in America have to maintain the inviolability of lines conducting electric power for many miles over open ground in areas subject to electric storms. All sorts of arresters are set up to convey the atmospheric surges and direct lightning strokes to earth without injury to the line. The observations of engineers in charge of such lines and arresters are very full, precise and informative. They are a witness to the scientific skill and enthusiasm of their profession. Not less so are the records of the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Weather Bureau. A most interesting paper by W. H.
Alexander in their publication, the Montthly Weather Review for July, 1915, on " The Distribution of Thunderstorms in the United States," is a model of the manner in which such observations should be made and traced. With a view to providing the best possible "earths." to his line, Mr. Creighton sunk gas pipes vertically into the soil about 5 ft., and tested the resistance to current sent through the earth from pipe to pipe. He found the untreated pipes gave a resistance of 50 ohms, but by adding 4 lb. of salt and some gallons of water the resistance dropped to 15 ohms, and remained practically the same for one year seven months. The salt and water gradually percolated through the soil-which was sand and clay-until a good conducting substratum was reached, when, as the hygroscopic action of the salt maintained a good moist conducting medium, the conductivity remained stable. The operation of salting sandy and loose soil practically brings it to a condition similar, electrically, to the clays. For the clays are moist, smooth and dense. They mostly contain certain salts, and the great beds of Midland clay contain about 5 per cent. of iron. A loose soil such as gravel and sand contains air spaces, and air is a non-conductor. There is little doubt that a good conductor, or a good insulator for that matter, requires homogeneity of texture, in order to maintain a charge. In the laboratory ebonite requires to be smoothly polished to be efficient, and so I think does brass work. It is an interesting fact to note that the Midland clays have mostly been subjected to the compressing and polishing action of the glacial drift. It is very necessary in considering such a question as this to think geologically, that is, to consider the depths of these formations. The following figures are extracted from Lord Avebury's "Scenery of England."
Snowdon.-The igneous rocks themselves are rather over 3,000 ft. thick . . . below them come the lavas which are shown by the Section of Bahneology and -Climatology survey to be about 1,500 ft. thick, while still lower are the .ancient flows . . . so that the whole must amount to between 6,000 and 8,000 ft.
The Lake District.-Lower Silurian. Ward estimates them as not less than 12,000 to 15,000 ft. in thickness. In some places the clays are of less thickness than this, but it is enough probably to determine the surface at those parts as being of good conductivity.
I will hand round the paper I referred to just now on the distribution of thunderstorms in the United States.. The last map of all ( fig. 6 ) shows the number of storms (not deaths) occurring during ten years in the various localities. You will notice that there are two areas which are pre-eminent: the Florida Peninsula and New Mexico in the Santa Fe district. The extraordinary thing about these two districts is their great dissimilarity. "Tampa, the Florida station, is at sea-level. Santa Fe is 7,000 ft. up; the former is situated in what is perhaps the most humid portion of the United States, while the latter is in the arid regions." 1 I would suggest, with regard to Florida, an explanation which occurred to me in regard to the selection of Whitby, Scarborough and Patrington. It is this: the spray near a waterfall is negative: the spray from surf is positive. The soil in Florida is alluvium, at Patrington chalk, at Whitby shale and sand on East Cliff, boulder clay on West Cliff. The clouds that form above these conducting earths will be negative, the mists that come up out the sea will be positive. When they meet a discharge takes place. Now comes the question, do these electric conditions affect vital functions, and if so, how ? It is known that the positive electrification of the atmosphere increases with the height above the sea-level; and we may assume that the earth charge pulls down the potential over the clays and non-resistant rocks, but there are no continued observations that establish this assumption.
I have engaged your patient attention too long now to recapitulate all the observations and arguments that have led me to adopt certain conclusions on this matter, but I will briefly summarize them thus'. I believe a high positive potential stimulates mentation and other psychic ' "Distribution of Thunderstorms in the U.S.," by W. H. Alexander.
operations; and that a lower positive or possibly a negative condition stimnulates skeletal and muscular growth. I will adduce a few considerations-they are scarcely arguments -which appear to me to favour these views. When primitive man is tired he stretches himself upon the negative earth. His brain. ceases to act, and his frame recuperates. When sophisticated man is jaded he goes for a motor-ride in the country. The thick rubber wheels insulate him from the earth, he enjoys a positive bath, and is exhilarated. There are, no doubt, other factors which contribute to exhilaration, such as speed, change of scene, satisfaction at mechanical triumph, &c. I give the instance for what it is worth.
Consider the development and cultivation of the horse and cattle. We value the horse for psychical characteristics, courage, speed, endurance, energy; cattle chiefly for bulk. The horse flourishes on the plains of Hungary, the Argentine, Australia, and North America. These are mostly countries known for severe electric storms, though I admit that they also furnish space and other considerations. Cattle flourish in quiet valleys in Devon, the Midlands and elsewhere. I spoke to a veterinary surgeon once on this subject, and he said, " You cannot grow stock in this locality, you must go to the Midlands." It may be merely a question of feed, but, on the other hand, food can be transported, and if other things were equal farmers could easily add imported nourishment. They probably do.
Lastly, consider the effect of the migration of part of our race to America, and its subsequent development. The American is spare, but alert; he calls it " chipper," and he, speaks of a " beefy" Englishman. I will conclude with two quotations: In Lord Avebury's " Scenery of England," he says: " Clay is not generally regarded as a healthy soil, but Dr. Buckland is said to have remarked that he could always tell' when he was on boulder clay by the rosy cheeks of the lasses." Dr. Clippingdale's paper, read before the British Balneological and Climatological Society,2 showed that the clay districts round London compared favourably with the more sought-after gravel sites so far as vital statistics were concerned. The other, and final, quotation is from a letter of Thackeray written from New York, in 1855:
Proc. Geol. Assoc., ix, 1885. "Clarendon, New York, November 13, 1855. "In both visits to America I have found the effects of the air the same; I have a difficulty in forming the letters as I write them down on the page, in answering questions, in finding the most simple words to form the answers. A gentleman asked me how long I had been in New York; I hesitated and then said a week; I had arrived the day before. . . . I hardly know what is said, am thinking of something else, nothing definite, with an irrepressible longing to be in motion; I sleep three hours less than in England, making up, however, with a hea"vy long'sleep every fourth night or so. Talking yesterday with a very clever man, T. Appleton, of Boston, he says the effect upon him on his return from Europe is the same. There is some electric influence in the air and sun here which we don't experience on our side of the globe; people can't sit still, people can't ruminate over their dinners, dawdle in their studies; they must keep moving. I want to dash into the street now. At home after breakfast I want to read my paper leisurely, and then get to my books and work. Yesterday as some rain began to fall I felt a leaden cap taken off my brain pan, and began to speak calmly and reasonably, and not to wish to quit 
DISCUSSION.
Dr. FORTESCUE Fox: Dr. Mahonied has opened uip new ground in climatology, and the researches that he has commenced are not only of great scientific interest, but may have great practical bearing upon health and the selection of health resorts. It is a very remarkable fact that the nature of the soil should modify the state of atmospheric electricity. Dr. Mahomed's methods of investigating the electrical condition of the atmosphere might very well be set up at all health stations. They wight produce most valuable results, and explain to some extent the undoubted effect of the air upon invalids in some places. A discharge of rain can, of course, be considered as a discharge of electricity. A long residence in the neighbourhood of mountains, where we are now told that the atmosphere is positively electrified, has convinced me that mountain air has a definite quality -and influence upon health. It is ju-2 61 ...
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at SAGE Publications on June 21, 2016 jrs.sagepub.com Downloaded from curious that many persons, otherwise of the keenest perceptions, are quite insensible to " change of air." Even many medical men are unaware ofit in their own persons and very doubtful of its effect, although others are keenly sensitive to it. Dr. CLIPPINGDALE: It seems to me that the frequency of deaths from lightning may have some connexion with the amount of rainfall.' I notice in the maps which Dr. Mahomed has passed round, that there are no deaths from lightning in the Eastern counties where the rainfall is lowest, whereas most deaths occur in the Midlands, where the rainfall is considerable. It is true there are few deaths in mountainous places where the rainfall is greatest, but I think this may be because these places are sparsely populated. I think that, in any future investigation, it might be desirable to draw up tables showing the co-relation between deaths from lightning and the amount of rainfall, elevation, and density of population.
